LT0/PSG = "Blue sky"

poly, notified, HT0, E05 continued

Oxides: always compatible with "silicon" work

Gribose: always tessile (oven stress relieved) For poly: same between similar oxides

Last: fine; residual stress, stress grooves
Set aside double patterns SHP

Attached Striker

Otherwise 90° to Striker around edge

That leaves all P2 or any cracks

Need a large recess (14 in or 15.75 cm)

Benefits of sidepanels

Hollow studs (Fudy)

Small gaps

Stairs
or use 241 PIFE Pl.

[Diagram showing a mechanical or electrical component]
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[Diagram showing an off state of a component]
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[Diagram showing various electrical connections and labels]

PM for Pl etch

En for Pl etch

Cur

polyimine thick structure

not good enough. Do it again!

specifying 0.5 m, 0.5 by 0.5, 5-6 times of my width at 0.5 m. See thickness of my

unmarked 1st W1

strip W1

unmarked 2nd W2

strip W2

unmarked 3rd W3

strip W3